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1. This paper outlines certain sets of rules for vowel 
insertion and loss (if you prefer, epenthesis, syncope, and 
apocope), as well as vowel shortening, whose understanding is 
of basic importance for the analysis and correct segmentation of 
Makah forms. l While its primary purpose is to make available 
this basic descriptive information, the observations offered 
concerning the relationships of ordering that these rules dis
play may be of some general interest. These alternations seem 
to be relatively recent innovations in Makah, since they are not 
matched in detail by other Nootkan languages, although they have 
partial analogs elsewhere, especially in Nitinat. 2 These are 
rules that change the syllable structure of forms; as one would 
expect, the underlying forms on which they operate are, in this 
respect, much more like those of Proto-Nootkan than are the re
sulting Makah surface forms. Their recency of introduction is 
reflected in synchronic ordering relationships in that, by and 
large, they follow most other morphophonemic rules with which 
they interact; that is to say, these other rules operate as 
though the vowels in question had not been inserted or lost. The 
only exceptions seem to consist of the occurrence of certain ano
malies involving vowel length in reduplicated forms, and of their 
being followed by a few "bookkeeping" rules, by which I mean 
general rules whose failure to operate would introduce clear 
irregularities in the surface phonotactics. 3 

2. Let us take up first the rules for vowel insertion. This 
consists in the introduction of a long vowel after a monosyllabic 
stem ending in one or more consonants when this is immediately 
followed by a consonant embodying glottalic action, one which is 
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( ( ' > , ) ~ , )W ) 'w) 
ei ther voiced b d 1 w ::t.), or glottalized ~! Jr .£ .£ k k .sl . .9. , 
or glottal stop (~) itself, including the "hardening" and "softening" 
morphophonemes when they are realized as glottal stop. This set 
of consonants will be referred to hereafter as glottalic consonants. 
The introduced long vowel will match in quality the vowel of the 
stem, which may be either~, i, or~. 

The operation of this rule may be exemplified by forms con
taini.ng suffixes beginning with some of these consonants: -ba , 
' ••• thing', -bis 'collectivity of ••• , ••• thing, ••• -ing', -pa~ 
'to smell (like) ••• , to taste (like) ••• ', and _yakw 'instrmnent 
for ••• -ing'. The transcriptions enclosed by D 0 are the forms that 
serve as inputs to these and other rules; in them the segmentation 
into morphs is shown (with certain exceptions) by spacing. The forms 
enclosed by / / are in a conventional phonemic transcription. 
diq- 'to sew': Odiq baD /diqiob/ 'thread' 
~uc- 'to twist, spin into string': O~uc baD /~ucu'b/ 'mountain 

goat; hali.but-string wrapping' 
~i~~ 'red': O*i~.baO /~i~iob/ 'woodpecker sp.' 
~as- 'bone': O;as bisD /~asaobis/ 'bone' 
pac- 'to foam': Dpac bisD /pacaobis/ 'foam' 
siq- 'to suppurate': OSiq bisD /siqiobis/ 'pus' 
xu~- 'snot' : Oxu~ bisO /xuiu· bis/ 'snot' . . . 
bis- 'to smell': Obis pa~O /bisi·pa~/ 'to smell something' 
ci~- , sour' : 0 ci~ pa~O / ci~i ° pa~/ 'to taste sour' 
*ax- 'to adze': O*ax yakWO /~axa·yak/ 'adze' 
~atq- 'to spoon up': O~atq yakwO /~atqaoyak/ 'spoon' 
diq- 'to sew': Odiq yakWO /diqi·yak/ 'sewing machine' 
~ip- 'to comb': O*ip yakWO /~ipi·yak/ 'comb' 
his- 'to chop': Ohis yakWO /hisioyak/ 'axe' 
ticx- 'to file': Oticx yakwO /ticxioyak/ 'file' 

• • ° 
~upk- 'to peck': O~upk yakwO /~upkuoyak/ 'bill' 
kut1C- I to drlDll': Dkut~ yakwO /kut:~m ° yak/ 'drum I 

The following forms show this vowel insertion occurring before 
) ) 

a ? representing the "hardening" morphophonemes and ", as 
embodied in the suffixes "'?i*ta 'nose', -'aq~ 'in-;ide' ,-and _Jap 
causative. The. at the end of these stems indicates that these 



morphophonemes are so represented after them; otherwise they 

would merge with a voiceless stop to give a glottalized stop, 
and with a fricative or voiced stop to give a voiced consonant 

plus lengthening of the preceding vowel. 4 

w1s.- 'flat': Owis. 'i±taO /wisi'?i±t/ lflat nOfie' 
, J'; 

*i1C.- 'red': O*if. i±taD /~i~i'?i±t/ 'red nose' 
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bu.s.- 'closed': Obus. Jaq~ 'i±taO /busu·?aq~i±t/ 'clogc:ed-up nose' 
?apt.- 'to hide': O?apt. ~apD /?apta·?ap/ I to hide something'. 

Vowel insertion does not take place when the suffix begins with 

one of the set of voiceless (or non-glottalic) consonants (~ t ~ £ C 

k kW .9. i:!.. ± ~ S .! XW f fW h), insofar as these so occur. This is 

shown by the following forms, containing the suffixes -ckwi': 'debris 

from •.• -ing, remains of .•• ', -tu~p ' •.• thing, material, creatQre', 

and -~ ' ..• receptacle'. 
fas- 'bone': Dfas ckwi~O /fasckwi/ 'skeleton' 
his- 'to chop': Ohis ckwi ~O /hisckwi/ 'chips from chopping' 

ba*- 'to tie': Dba;\- tu':pO /ba*tu'p/ 'cordage' 
?ae- 'to wedge up, block up': O?ae tu~pO /?aetu'p/ 'wedge' 

diq- 'to sew': Odiq sacO /diqsac/ 'sewing basket' 
qWis;- 'to smoke': O'qWis. sacO /qWi~ sac/ 'pipe'. 

Vowel insertion does not take place, either, before suffixes 
occurring farther along in the word than after the first syllable, 

either because the stem is polysyllabic or because another suffix 

intervenes: 
, . n' 0/) / araki t,.:.. 'to cnew, gum I,t u±aki t bis ±aki tbis I gum, chewing-gum I 

O*i~. cat bisO /~i~eatbis/I 'red face-paint' 
eabas- 'sweet': Oeabas pa±O /eabaspa±/ 'to taste sweet, smell good' 

O~us akt pa±O /kusaktpa±/ 'to smell like dried fish' 
we?ie- 'to sleep': Owe?ie yakwO /we?ieyak/ 'mattress' 
O±ic a~s yakwO /±ica'syak/ 'tablecloth'. 

Strangely enough, stem-final short vowels are not lengthened 
before suffixes beginning with glottalic consonants: 

ku- 'to hook': Oku yakwO /kuyak/ 'hook' 

~u- 'to stink': O~u pa±O /~upa±/ 'to stink' 

~u- 'to stink': D~u bapO /~ubap/ 'blue denim', lit. "smelly material" 
ha?u- t to eat': Oha?u baD /ha?ub/ ':food' 



babu- 'work': Obabu bisD /babubis/ 'work' 
Dcu 'i~ta baD /cu?u~tab/, /cu?i;btab/ 'nose' 
O*a· *a·skat a yakwO /~a·~aoskateyak/ 'iron'. 
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3. The situation calfing for vowel insertion also arises in 
certain reduplicative patterns where the monosyllabic stem begins 
with a glottalic consonant, which thus cornes to follow the stemo 
The repetitive aspect is signalled by complete reduplication of a 
consonant-final monosyllabic stem and suffixation of -~, plus vowel 
lengthening: 
bis- 'to smell': Obis bi·s aD /bisiObi"s/ 'to smell repeatedly, 

sniff' 
di~- 'to lie on back, row': Ddi~ di o* aD /di*i·di o*/ 'to lean 

back repeatedly, row' 
tap~- 'to close the eyes': Dtap~ ta·p~ aD /tap;ba·taop~/ 'to blink' 
~ax- 'to adze': n*ax ~a·x aD /'axa"*aox/ 'to adze repeatedly' 
~us- 'to dig': O~us ~uos aD /CUSU"cu·s/ 'to dig repeatedly' 
8atq- 'to spoon up': 08atq ~a·tq aD /&atqa·&aotq/ 'to spoon up 

repeatedly' 
?Ufw- 'to chew': O?Ufw ?uo~w aD /?~wuo?uo~w/ 'to chew repeatedly'. 

These examples illustrate lack of vowel insertion when the stem 
begins with a voiceless consonant: 
pisq- 'to wink': Opi"sq piosq aD /piosqpiosq/ 'to wink repeatedly' 
tuxW_ 'to spit': Dtu·xw tu·xw aD /tu-xWtuoxw/ 'to spit repeatedly' 
ca-sk-
c~w_ 

• 
kutx-

• 

'to 
'to 
'to 

ring': Dcaosk ca·sk aD /ca·skca·skj 'to ring repeatedly' 
tickle': Ocu·xw cu·xw aD /cu·xwcu·xw/ 'to tickle repeatedly' .. .. 
drum' : Oku otx ku· tx aD . /ku 0 txku· tx/ 'to drum repeatedly' .. .. 

si t- 'to split': 
xut- 'to splash': 

D si· t si ° t an / si· tsi!. t/ 'to split repeatedly' 
Oxuot xu·t aD /xuotxuot/ 'to splash repeatedly'. 

• .. .. 
If the monosyllabic stem does not contain a final consonant, the 

consonant -~- is inserted between the stem and its copy (one could 
doubtless debate which is which, that is, whether the reduplication 
is prefixed or else suffixed and infixed -- the lanb~age otherwise 
having no prefixes), -~ is suffixed, there is vowel lengthening, 
and vowel insertion may again occur: 
ba- 'to bite': Dba", ba o yaO /bakaobaoy/ 't·o bite repeatedly, nibble' 
~i- 'to shoot': D*i * *i· yaO /*i*i·4io/ 'to shoot repeatedly' 
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ku- 'to hook': Ok '* ku· yaD /ku*u· ku· y / • to hook repeatedly'. 
As before, vowel insertion does not occur in the case of a 

voiceless stem-initial consonant: 
qa- 'to prick, pin': Uqa· * qa· yaU 

pin up' 
si- 'to stir': Osi
xu- 'to bail': Dxuo 
o 0 

*' si· yaD 
*' xu· yaD 

° 

lsi ",*si ° / 
/~u·*~uoy/ 

'to prick repeatedly, 

'to stir repeatedly' 
Ito bail repeatedly'. 

If the stem is polysyllabic, the repetitive formation consists 
in a repetition of the first consonant and vowel only, suffixation 
of -~, and lengthening of the first two vowels; a consonant cluster 
leading to vowel insertion is thus not formed: 
ticat- 'to weigh': Uti o ti·cat aO /ti·tiocat/ 'to weigh repeatedly' 
:kaskat- 'to iron': O*a o *a·skat aD /*a°:kaoskat/ 'to iron repeatedly' 
?ackat- 'to jump': D?a· ?aockat aD /?ao?a·ckat/ 'to jump repeatedly'. 

The other redupltcative formation tn which vowel insertion may 
occur is that of the itera.tive aspect, often attested in idiomatic 
expressions, which implies spora.dic and temporally spread out repe
tition of an action, as opposed to the steady and frequent repetition 
implied by the repetitive form. Here only one vowel, usually the 
second, is long in the surface form for monosyllabic stems; hence 
when vowel insertion occurs, the stem vowel is not lengthened. 
Consonant-final monosyllabic stems suffix -s; the following show 
vowel insertion: 
bax- 'to collapse; (trap) to fall, snap': Obax bax sD /baxaobaxs/ . .. .. 

'to trap occasionally' 
buxw_ 'to steam': Dbuxw buxw sO /buxwuobuxws/ a place name, lito 

"steaming occasionally. (?)" 
pac- 'to foam': Opac pac sO /pacaopacs/ '''soapberry'' dessert', lit. 

"to foam occasionally" 
, 0 ) ) 0 /' 'W / kup- 'to pOint': kup kup s kupu'k ups 'to point occasionally' 
kWid- 'to stick on': Okwid kWid sO /kWiti'kWits/ 'to stick on 

occasionally; hummingbird' 
?apt.- 'to hide': O?apto ?apt. sO /?apta'?apts/ 'to hide occasion

ally, to play hide-and-seek'. 
When the stem begins with a voiceless consonant, there is no 

vowel insertion; the second vowel is usually lengthened: 



caxW- 'to roll, rotate, rollover: Ocaxw caoxw sO /caxcaoxs/ 
'to whirl around and around' 
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tu"kw- 'to cover with soil': OtukW tuokw sO /tukWtuokws/ 'mole', 
lit. "covering with soil occasionally (1)" 

*as- '1': O*as *a"s sO /*as*a"ss/ 'black lizard sp.' 
~ut- '1': D~ut~u·,t sO /~ut~u ° ts/ t thunderbirds I • 

At least one form, though, seems to show lengthening of the 
first, instead of the second, vowel: 
qap- 'to trap': Oqaop gap sO /qaopqaps/ 'to trap occasionally' 

Monosyllabic stems ending in vowels insert -*- in this pattern 
also, and they suffix -c instead of -s; vowel insertion again occurs: 
'W - -)W 'W" 'W 'W k a- '(long object) to bend, break': Dka * k a cD /k a*aok ac/ 

Here 
does not 
W k a- 'to 

'elbow', lit. "bending occasionally". 
again, the second vowel is lengthened when vowel insertion 

occur: 
back up': Dkwa * kWa' cO /kwakkwaoc/ 'lobster', lit. 

"backing up occasionally". 
length seems to be more variable for polysyllabic stems, 
of the stems are not otherwise attested. Lack of vowel 

lengthening is seen in: 

The 
and many 

Dtu tubaq sO /tutubaqs/ 'loon spo', lit. "diving occasionally (1)" 
oqWa qWalabaq sO /<iwaqWalabaqs/ 'fish hawk', lit. "seeing far 

occasionally (1)". 
A -*- apparently replaces a lost postvocalic h: 

hU'YU-kwi~- 'large swell': Ohu * u'yu kWi* sO /hu*U'yukwi~sl 
'large swells coming occasionally'o 
These forms may show vowel lengthening: 

di*kat- 'to move one's head back': Odi di'~kat sO /didio*kats/ 
'to move one's head back occasionally (as in mourning)' 

o6a' cao?uqw sO /caocao?uqWs/ 'to fish for salmon from river bank'. 
A consideration of the vowel lengthening in these reduplicated 

forms for the monosyllabic stems will show that a rather anomalous 
situation has developed, in that the number of long vowels on the 
surface is generally the same, regardless of whether vowel insertion 
has occurred. Clearly the process of reduplication precedes that of 
vowel insertion, and vowel lengthening is part of the reduplicative 



patterns, yet the number of lengthened vowels occurring (i.e., 
whether one or two in the repetitive pattern,and whether zero or 
one in the iterative pattern) depends on whether vowel insertion 
is slated to add another long vowel. 
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Looked at historically, this ~ituat~on seems to have developed, 
by analogical feedback, newly in Makah. In the repetitive pattern, 
it is clear from the evidence of Nootka, which does not insert a vowel, 
and of Nitinat, which inserts a short vowel, that the original situ
ation was to have lengthening of two vowels, in the stem and in its 
copy, just as Makah still does for stems beginning with voiceless 
consonants. When insertion of long vowels developed, Makah avoided 
a succession of three long vowels in reduplicated monosyllabic stems 
by refraining from lengthening the first vowel as part of the redup
licative pattern. This brings it about that all monosyllabic stems 
have in common a lengthening of the last two vowels on the surface; 
in this they have come to differ from the polysyllabic stems, which 
still show lengthening of the first two vowels. The actual history 
may not have been quite so straightforward, however, as the length 
of the inserted vowel itself may be due in part to analogical 
influence from the first long vowel of the repetitive pattern, as 
well as to compensatory lengthening in cases where the following 
consonant was originally a glottalized resonant. 5 

In the iterative forms, on the other hand, the analogical influ
ence seems to have gone in the other direction. Apparently there was 
originally no vowel lengthening here. The fact that the monosyllabic 
stems now usually show lengthening of the second vowel seems to be 
due to its having spread from the inserted vowel to the second vowel 
of stems whose shape does not call for vowel insertion. 

The handling of these forms, as a matter of descriptive tech
nique, would seem to allow some alternatives. Aside from the vowel 
length, in order to produce the correct reduplicative pattern for a 
given stem, one must take into account the number of syllables it 
contains (whether one or more than one), and, if it is monosyllabiC, 
whether it ends in a consonant or a vowel. This latter factor affects 
the choice of the suffix, -~ vs. -Z! for the repetitive, -8 vs. -0 
for the iterative, as well as of the interfix, -~- vs. -~-. 
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If one chose tobandle the forms·theway I have tacitly done 
above, this would mean consideringalso.the class (glottalic vs. 
non-glottalic) of the initial consonant ()fmonosyllabic stems. In 
the repetitive formation, the fir-st vowe,l will be short if this 
consonant is glottalic, otherwise long; in the iterative formation 
it will be the second vowel that· will be short if this consonant is 
glottalic, otherwise long. 

The other approach would involve the use of special morphophon
emes which would be operated on after vowel insertion has taken place. 
(Indeed, the choice of affix allomorphs mentioned above could also be 
handled by special morphophonemes in a straightforward way, ones that 
would give -,q)(a), -s, -~- when a consonant immediately precedes, but 
-yea), -0, -,\-- when a vowel does. This seems somewhat uninsightful 
in the case of the -*...;, which I like to-think'of as being inserted to 
avoid confusion with a CV(·)- reduplication pattern when the stem 
provides no second consonant to be copied.) We might, for example, 
handle the vowel-length of the repetitive forms by a morphophoneme (!.) 
occurring between the reduplicative syllables, which would lengthen 
the first preceding vowel. 
have no additional effect: 

If vowel insertion occurred, this would 

, ~ 0 ' ~ 0 ~ , Deus * cu·s a > *Dcusu'*cu'sa /cusu'cu's/ 'to dig repeatedly' 
Dba *' * ba' yaD > *Uba*a'~ba;~yiD /ba~a'ba' y/ 'to bite repeatedly, 

nibble'. 
Otherwise, this would lengthen the first vowel: 
Osit * siot aD /si·tsi't/ 'to split repeatedly' 
o si )r * si 0 yaD / si • }rsi • /. 'to stir repeatedly'. 

An analogous morphophoneme, but located in front of an inserted 
vowel and lengthening the first following vowel, might be employed 
in the iterative forms, but their greater irregularity of vowel length 
makes this less attractive. 

Use of morphophonemes in this way could mean that only the number 
of syllables in the stem need be considered to determine the correct 
reduplicative pattern, 

4. As has been indicated, a stem-final voiceless stop or 
affricate may merge with a "hardening" morphophoneme of a following 
suffix to give the corresponding glottalizedconsonant. If such a 



consonant is the last one in a consonant cluster at the end of a 
monosyllabic stem, vowel insertion will occur before it: 
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lakc- 'light I : Dlakc J axsD /laka· ~axs/ 'lamp', lit" "light inside" . . 
ca~t- 'loose': Dca~t )a~sD /ca~a·ta~s/ 'something loose inside 

(box, basket, etc.)' 
patqW_ 'belongings': DpatqW 'a~s yakwD /pata·qWa~syak/ 'box, 

container', lit. "for belongings inside" 
sack- 'sharp': Dsack 'i~taO /saca·ki~t/ 'sharp-pointed' 
wick- 'dull': Dwick 'i~taD /wici·ki~t/ 'dull-pointed' 
cick- 'to throw': DCick 'aqatu JiD /cici·kaqat?u/ 'throw it down!'. 

As before, if the glottalized consonant is at the end of a syllable 
later than the first one, as in the case of initial reduplication, 
vowel insertion does not take place: 
tupk- 'black': Dtu tupk Jabi~D /tutupkabi~/ 'black ears'. 

The rule for vowel insertion thus follows the rule for hardening 
of such consonants, as is to be expected, since the latter goes back 
to the Proto-Wakashan period. In the previously-examined patterns 
leading to vowel insertion, the new vowel appeared at the point of 
junction between stem and suffix, whereas here it is inserted within 
the stem itself, before the last consonant. Since these glottalized 
stops and affricates are IIlink phonemes" in that their glottalization 
is derived from the following morpheme while their other features come 
from the preceding (stem) morpheme, there is no point between phonemes 
here which is also between the morphemes. What all the cases have in 
common is that the vowel is inserted before the first consonant which 
embodies any feature deriving from the second of the two morphemes, as 
long as this is preceded by another consonant. 

This is not, however, merely a rule which operates on a cluster 
of consonants occurring after the first syllable of a word. That a 
morpheme boundary must be felt to be present for it to operate is 
shown by a few polysyllabic words, most if not all of them borrowings 
into the language, which fail to show vowel insertion although the 
conditions for it are otherwise met: 
Opi"sbe"daD /pi·sbeod/ 'fisherman' 
Dbu·sbusD /bu'sbus/ 'cow, bull' 
Odu"kwbiOsD /du·kwbios/ man's name 



O~i'k~i'kaO /~i'k~i'k/ 'wagon' 
Opu'qw*u~U /pu'qW~u~/ 'hermit crab' 
O*a'sqioluxWO /~a'sqi'luxw/ 'turkey'. 
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5. Another phonological rule which preQedes vowel insertion 
is a fairly widespread one calling for the assimilation of an i to 
a preceding.!! from which it is separated by a ? (from whatever 
underlying source), as in these examples: 
?u- objective stem: U?u 'i"!ksD /?u?uokws/ 'to eat it, drink it' 
bu' 'four': Dbu' SiqD /bu'?uqw/ 'the four'. 

We will see below (sec. 18) that this rule operates even when 
the first.!! is subsequently lost. Some forms show a difference as 
between informants in whether or not the rule operates, such as the 
following, for which the assimilated variant is more widely attested 
in my data: 
Deu )i~ta baD /eu?u~tab/, /eu?i~tab/ 'nose'. 
Other forms obtained, such as the following, fail to show the operation 
of this rule: 
&u- • to stink': D &u tisD /&u?is/ a place name, lit. II stinking beach" 
du'- 'to sing': Ddu' 'i*D /du'?i*/ 'to sing for awhile'. 

In any case, a /u·/ introduced by the vowel-iE-sertion rule does 
not condition assimilation of a following i, hence can be said to 
have been introduced subsequently to the operation of the assimilation 
rule: 
hus.- 'wrinkled': Ohus. 'i~taD /husu'?i~t/ 'wrinkled nose' 
tupk. - 'black': 0 tupk. ' i~taD /tupku' ?i~t/ I black nose'. 

6. Yet another rule which tends to precede vowel insertion is 
that for unrounding of labialized dorsal consonants before another 

W 'W W W 'w w consonant. When one of the consonants ~ ~ ~ S- S- ~ is preceded 
by a, i, or another consonant, its labialization will be lost when it 
comes to stand before another consonant or word-finally (among other 
environments), so that it will be replaced by its respective unrounded 
counterpart k k ~ s S ~.6 This may be illustrated with the stems lakw_ 
'to stick one's tongue-out, to lick',qakw- 'to whittle, cut sideways 
with a knife', and qapkW_ 'to hug'. Labialization is attested in 
forms such as these: 
Olakw 'i±ta baD /lakwi~tab/ 'point on bow of canoe', lit. 'sticking

out-nose-thing" 



Oqakwabu·pO /qakwabuopl 'to peel (potatoes)' 
OqapkW a· J i t sO /qapkwe'?i tsl 'he' s hugging me' • 
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The following forms show the loss of labialization when these 
stems occur before a consonant: 
Olakw 8i*0 Ilaksi~1 'to stick one's tongue out, lick (once)' 
Oqakw ckwi~O Iqakckwi/ 'shavings from whittling' 
OqapkW 8i* J it sO Iqapksi*its/ 'he hugged me'. 

This loss also takes place when vowel insertion occurs, even 
tnough the stems are followed by a vowel on the surface. Examples 
with the suffix _yakw 'instrument for ••• -ing': 
Olakw yakwO /lakaoyakl 'tongue', lit. "licker" 
o qakW yakwO I qaka.· yakl 'knife' • 

Similarly in reduplication with vowel insertion, as in these 
repetitive forms: 
Dlakw la·kw aD /laka·la·kl 'to lick repeatedly' 
Oqakw qaokW aD Iqakaoqaokl 'to cut repeatedly, whittle, whittle 

repeatedly' 
DqapkW qa~kW aD /qapkaoqaopk/ 'to hug repeatedly'. 

And in this previously-met iterative form: 
Ocaxw caoxw sO /caxcaoxs/ 'to whirl around and around'. 

---Therefore, vowel insertion generally also occurs subsequent to 
labializationo 

Nevertheless, the treatment of labialization is somewhat variable 
in this environment (as elsewhere, especially before "incremental" or 
word-forming suffixes beginning with a vowel, where it is· also· usually 
lost), and a few forms with retained labialization have been recorded, 
such as the following: 
tiqW_ 'to sit': OtiqW ~itaD /tiqWio~it/ 'to sit in water' 
sixw.- 'scabby': Dsixw• 'i*taD /sixwio?i*t/ 'scabby nose'o 

7. Among the most interesting rule-ordering relationships 
involving both vowel insertion and vowel loss are those having to do 
with the rules for variable-length vowelso Such vowels (symbolized 
V~) are long if in the first or second syllable of a word, short if 
in the third or a later syllableo This may be illustrated by the 

ww >,; 'v suffixes -da·k 'to have', - ioks 'to consume', and - i·xa 'to feel, 
• 

suffer from lack of ••• ; be hurt, suffer, die, be killed from ••• '. 
Their vowel is long when they follow a monosyllabic stem, so that the 
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variable-length vowel:i,s in ifhe second syllab:e of the word: 
Obu· da~kw sO /bu:da-ks/ 'I have four' 

1 1 \J " Dca ioksD /ce?j;oks/ 'to dr:ink water' 
OJ a 1,·iv.xaD /ie?~oxl c u...' to be thirs,ty'. 

o 0 

On the other hand, ,th~ir vowel is short when more than one 
syllable 'precedes in the word: 
Osu~a da':kw sO /su~adaks/ 'I have five' 
Dkas~u q , i ~kssD /kasguqWikss/ 'I 'm:eating a hair-seal' 

,. y , \J D /' I Dtupa~ i·~a tupa·yi~ 'to drown in salt water'. 

Variable-leng~h vowels go back at· least to the Proto-Nootkan 
period. With one apparent exception, the rules controlling their 
length take effect before vowel insertion. Thus when vowel insertion 
takes place in front of a suffix- containing such a vowel, it will 
appear to be in the third syllable on the surface, but it will be 
in only the second syllable when its length is determined, hence will 
be 10ng. 7 The following examples involve the suffixes -da':kw 'to have', 

, \J ) oJ 

- i·ks 'to consume', and -cu' 'packed in': 
O~uc da~kw ai J a* wa·t $iD--;~ucu·da·ka?a*wa·d/ 'he got married 

(I am told) , 
Dsiq da~kw J a* $iD /siqi·daokal/ 'she's cooking~ 
Ocustk da'=kw 5i J a,\- it sO /custku·da·k5?a,\-its/ 'I j1,lst got some new ••• · 
Dqwia • 'i~ksD /qWisio?i·ks/ 'to smoke (cigarette, etc.)' 
1.,.IUJ t- , , 

D*us cu· a* "'iO l*uBu·cu·?al/ 'it's. empty (of container for liquid)'. 
One example has been noted, however, which seems to indicate that 

a vowel inserted before a stem-final consonant, as described in sec. 4, 
creates an additional syllable causing a following variable-length 

, v 
vowel to be short. The suffix here is - a·?aop 'to buy': 
Dcustk 'a~?aopD /custu·kwa?a·p/ 'to buy a new one'. 

8. Aside from certain details or irregularities that have been 
pointed out, we have noV'( seen that vowel insertion is ordered so as to 
occur subsequent to the operation. of several other phonological 
processes: redupltcation, .hardening, vowel-quality assimilation, 
delabialization, and lepgth-determination of variable-length vowels. 
Only one rule has been no,tedthat, clearly follows vowel insertion; 
this is one requiring that only labialized dorsals occur after u. 

. ;'''"~' -
This rule operates without exception and leaves obvious traces in 
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the surface phonotactics.8 

One situation in which this rule operates is when a suffix 
beginning in an unrounded dorsal comes to follow a stem ending in 
u. This can be illustrated by suffixes on the stem buo 'four': 
Dbu· +taokD /bu·;wta•k/ 'four sackfuls' 
Dbu· qic~D /buoqWiCf/ 'four years' 
Dbu· qap*D /bu·qWap*/ 'four dollars, round objects' 

The basic, unrounded, initial consonants of these suffixes can 
be seen when they occur after other vowels 
illustrated with the stem suaa 'five': 
Dsuaa xtaokD /suaaxtaok/ 'five sackfuls' 

• • 
Dsuaa qiCfD /suaaqic~ 'five years' 

or consonants, as can be 

I ) 

Osu~a qap*D /su~aqap*/ 'five dollars, round objects'o 
The rounding of these consonants also occurs as a result of the 

assimilation of a preceding i to~, as can be seen in the first two 
examples of sec. 5. 

1 , 'w 'w Rounding of the glottalized dorsals k and S to ~ and ~ as a 
consequence of insertion of /ul will occur in several circumstances ° 

) I 

If a suffix begins with k or S, vowel insertion may occur before it 
so that these consonants are then affected: / 
D*u* qadi J a* sO /*u*uoqWadao*s/ 'I feef fine'. 

For a monosyllabic stem containing ~ and ending in a consonant 
cluster whose last member is ~ or S, vowel insertion under the circum
stances explained in sec. 4 will lead to rounding of this consonant: 
Dyuck 'axsD /yucu·kwaxs/ 'narrow (house, canoe, etc.)' 
Dlusk 'iitaD /lusuokW1*t/ 'turned-up nose'. 

Thirdly, complete reduplication of a monosyllabic stem beginning 
I , 

in ku- or ~- will lead to vowel insertion and rounding of the second 
occurrence of this consonant: 
kup- 'to pOint': Dkup ku°p aD /kupuokwu-p/ 'to point repeatedly' 
kup- 'to point': 'Dkup kup sO /kupu-kwups/ 'to point occasionally' 
kuxw_ 'to suck': Dkuxw ku·xw aD /kuxwu-kwu·xw/ 'to suck repeatedly'. 

9. We turn now to the rules for vowel loss and shortening. This 
paper does not concern itself with all manifestations of what might be 
called vowel loss in Makah; in particular, there are conditions for the 
apparent loss of 1, and to a lesser extent~, especially in sequences of 
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inflectional suffixes, which differ from the rules considered herein 
in that they are either somewhat sporadic in operation or are a 
property of particular morphemes or morpheme sequenceso The vowel 
loss we will be considering here is sharp and consistent, not a 
matter of mere unvoicing or of free variation ° Aside from assimila
tory effects they may have on retained vowels, it is not possible to 
ascertain the quality of the lost vowels merely by obtaining repe
titions or careful pronunciations of the forms; related forms in which 
the vowels are retained must be elicitedo The following sections 
will give the rules for vowel loss in two environments -- word-finally 
and before ~ --, and for vowel shortening, after which their general 
effect on the surface phonotactics will be summarized and the ordering 
relationships of these rules to each other and to other rules will be 
considered. 

10. The first rule for vowel loss is simply that short vowels of 
all qualities, whether at the ends of stems or suffixes, are lost at 
the end of words (with one exception that will be explained in sec. 17): 
DlaobaD /laob/ 'whiskey' 
DqWalalaD /qWalal/ 'seagull' 
DSitaD /sit/ 'tail' 
D?a~aD /?a*/ ,two' 
DkawadiD /kawad/ 'killer whale' 
DWi·yqD /wi·; 'three' 
Dbi·~ sa~taD /bio~sa~t/ 'flat forehead' 
Dbu· cxiO /bu·c;/ 'four wives' 

• ° 
Dbaob ioqsuD /baobi·qs/ 'older sibling or cousin'. 

t 

This rule means that when either of the suffixes -Yi 'third 
J 

person' or -Vi 'imperative' occurs word-finally after a consonant, 
its vowel will be lost and its presence will be perceptible, if at 
all, only in the effect its initial morphophoneme has on the preceding 
consonant, as in these examples: 
Dqidio*D /qidi o*/ 'dog' : Dqidi o* !iD /qidi·l/ 'it's a dog' 

/cu·wid/ 'it's 
t 

OcuowitD /cu·wit/ 'silver salmon' : Dcu·wit viD 

t 

OhaodiqO /haodiq/ 'goose' : Oha-diq viD 
O?axw si*D /?axsi*/ 'to shake something' 

a silver salmon' 
/haodiq; 'it's 

: D?axw si* ~iO 
'shake it!'. 

a goose' 
/?axsi~/ 



These morphophonemes have no effect on prE:':~eding fricatives, 
so that word-finally after such consonants the presence of these 
suffixes is not overtly apparent. Thus certain nominal forms and 

15 

certain third person verbal forms become homophonous on the surface, e.g.: 
~ 

Dsuoyu·~D /su·YU·~/ 'halibut' : Dsuoyu.* viD /su·yu·~/ 'it's a 
halibut e 

. 
• D<iwaolaos!iD /<iwa'laos/ 'it's 

'crane' . 
• 

a raccoon' 
D 'w f 0 'w q aolis vi /q aolis/ 'it's a 

crane' • 
(This section, together with sections 17 and 18, will be seen to 
explain as regular the puzzling appearance of this third person 
suffix on the surface as zero, consonant change, /?i/, or /?u/.) 

11. The other environment for loss of short vowels is before a 
glottal stop (~). This does not affect vowels of initial syllables, 
and not only the vowel preceding the ~, but also the one following it, 
must be short before the rule can operate. 9 A glottal stop actually 
has several underlying sources, not only ~ itself, as far as ascer
tainable, but also the "hardening" and "softening"·morphophonemes 
~ • e. C • t 

and v (cf. sec. 15). (The morphophonemes and v occur in - - -/ -
"incremental" or outer-layer formations; they differ from their 
"formative" or inner-layer, counterparts at least in that only the 
latter affect preceding fricatives. The equation between the two 
"softening" morphophonemes is made on rather tenuous grounds --
they mostly affect complementary sets of consonants. I may have 
sometimes written a ~ in an underlying form when its insertion would 
be predictable by rule.) These distinctions will mostly not concern 
us in what follows, so that we should be understood to subsume all 
the underlying sources when speaking of loss "before ~". 

Only a few examples need be given now, as they will occur 
repeatedly in the following sections: 
Ohita 'asD /hit?as/ 'on the ground' 
D '''' n / la"ba i'ksu laob?iks/ 'to drink whiskey' , ( , 
Dqu·ya YiD /qu'Y?i/ 'it's medicine' 
OtuqW si ~a* SiD /tuqWs?al/ 'it's melted'. 

Retention of long vowels is shown by forms such as: 
, ,c 

Okup a' ~a* viO /kupao?al/ 'he's pointing' 
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Dtaola o Yi qO /taole-?iq/ 'the money'o 
Inhibition of loss by following long vowels may also be 

exemplified: 
Dqibaoda JuocO !qibaoda?uoc/ 'his umbilical cord' 
Ddi-tioda Ja-tfD /diotioda?aotf/ 'Nitinat'_ 

Except-for contractions with immediately following vowels, 
morpheme-final short vowels will generally be retained in environ
ments other than those indicated for loss, which is to say before 
a suffix beginning with a consonant other than?o A few examples of 
such retention are the following: 
Dlaoba sisD /laobasis/ 'my whiskey' 
DqWalala b?uD /qWalalab?u/ 'it was a seagull' 
Dkibtaola ciosD /kibtaolacios/ 'riding on a horse' 

D?a*a CfiD /?a~ac~ ,two wives' 
Dkuola ftida kWio~ sO /kuolaftidakio±s/ 'I'm making it of gold'o 

The environments calling for vowel loss or contraction occur so 
fre,quently, however, that morpheme-final vowels are absent on the surface 
much, if not most, of the time ° This gives one, w~ongly, at first the 
impression of vowel insertion rather than vowel loss in instances where 
they are seen to be retained ° 

One case of additional environments for loss concerns the final 
-~ after the consonant cluster -~- in the suffix -ioqsu (-e·gsu, 
-sioqsu) occurring on many kinship terms 0 For at least several 
speakers this vowel is lost not only in the previously specified 
environments, but also before (at least) ~ and before? even when 
the following vowel is long: 
Dba-b i-qsu sisO /ba~bioqssis/ 'my older sibling or cousin' 
Dbaob ioqsu JuocD /baobioqsu-c/ 'his older sibling or cousin'o 

It is retained, however, before voiced consonants: 
Dbaob ioqsu disD /baobi-qsudis/ 'our older sibling or cousin'o 

These facts make it strategic, from a practical point of view, 
to elicit forms, when possible, with either the possessive suffix 
-dis 'our' or the third person past tense suffix -b?u (-?u after 
consonants -- see sec o 17 for retention of this final vowel), in 
order to ascertain the presence and quality of a final vowel ° The 

t 
third person suffix -Vi will also indicate the presence of a preceding 

~ or i if it appears as /?i/, and of a preceding ~ if it appears as /?u/. 
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12. A third rule which we may treat, because of its relationship 
to other rules under consideration, even though it does not change the 
number of syllables in forms, is that of vowf:;l shortening. This is 
simply that final long vowels, except in monosyllables, are shortened: 
Dbu'laoO /buola/ 'motor, machine, engine' 
Olalu'paoO /lalu·pa/ 'ribbon' 
Ubi} a' 0 /bi~a/ 'rain' 
DbaOdawi"O /baodawi/ 'smelt' 
DluolapioO /lu"lapi/ 'hand' 
Dbioc i'O /bi"ci/ 'meat' 
Okwisu'O /kwisu/ 'pig' 
Oq~ U' 0 /qu;±u/ 'slave'. 

These morpheme-final long vowels are preserved as such when any 
consonant-initial suffix follows. There is no parallel shortening 
before? to match the vowel loss in that environment. 
Dbi* ao-~a* SiD /bi*a'?al/ 'it's raining' 

) C' 1 

Oba"dawi- pa± YiD /ba"dawi"pa;±/ 'it smells like smelt' 
Dlu·lapio si80 /luolapi"sis/ 'my hand' 
Dkwisu' disO /kwisuodis/ 'our pig'. 

The relationship of this rule to the rules for vowel loss will 
be discussed in sec. 14, and its effect on suffix-final variable-length 
vowels, in sec. 21. 

13. The effect of the rules for vowel loss on the relationship 
between the underlying and surface phonological structures is that 
the former will often contain a larger number of syllables than the 
latter, and these additional syllables will be open ones. In obser
ving these rules for vowel loss we are seeing the reflection of the 
latest of what must have been a long historical sequence of loss of 
vowels at different times, leading to the acquisition in Makah and 
related languages of the consonant clusters so typical of Northwest 
languages. lO The syllable-structure of all Wakashan languages is 
striking: syllables begin with one and only one consonant, followed 
by one vowel, long or short, but may end in from zero to at least 
three consonants. The Makah vowel-loss rules introduce new syllable
final voiced and glottalized consonants, and new consonant clusters 
ending in~, but the latter appear only medially, not finally. Word

final glottal stops are also introduced after vowels, and the number 
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of syllable-final voiceless consonants is also increased. 
If a word seems to end on the surface in a voiced consonant 

(b ~ ~ z 1) or a glottalized consonant (only i C ~ so occur), one 
may be sure that there is actually a final underlying vowel. The 
quality of this is unpredictable, but it will be !! most of the time. 
There are some partial correlations between particular final vowels 
and preceding consonants, for example, i seems to occur only after d 
from among this set of consonants. A word seeming to end in a voice
less stop or fricative mayor may not have an underlying final vowel; 
if there is one, it is more apt to be anyone of the set~, i, ~. 

Many borrowings of English words ending in a voiceless consonant 
show a final -~, such as waopa 'dock, wharf', wa·ca 'clock, watch', 
li·lu·ta 'train, railroad', and haopsa 'hops'. There is some sus
picion that this may be an absolutive or durative suffix, but most 
such words are not attested in any other form so as to allow its 
segmentation; on the other hand, this may have been added by analogy 
to become part of the stem. Many words ending in long vowels are 
borrowed from other languages, such as kWisu· 'pig', bu·la o 'motor, 
machine, engine', and ta·la· 'money'.The Makahs hearing a word-final 
vowel in another language take it as representing an underlying long 
vowel. 

14. We may now begin to consider some of the ordering relation
ships shown by these rules for loss and shortening, to each other and 
to other rules. A simple relationship obtains between the rules for 
loss and that of final shortening. Clearly shortening of final long 
vowels must take place after the loss of final short ones, since the 
shortened vowels are not themselves lost. Shortening also seems to 
follow loss of vowels before!, in that a final long vowel immediately 
following the! will inhibit loss, even though it is itself shortened, 
in forms such as: 
Ooio i?i·O /cici?i/ 'tooth' 
Oqal i?i·O /qali?i/ 'eye'. 

15. Another rather obvious ordering relationship concerns the 
fact that the hardening and softening morphophonemes are represented 
as ? after vovvels that are lost just as they are after ones that are 
not. Thus it is simplest to say that the rules selecting this 

representation take effect before the rules for vowel loss here. 
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Ordering the rules this way also makes the rule for vowel loss itself 
a little simpler, in that it can be said to occur merely before ~ 
rather than before the several morphophonemes so represented. A few 
examples of ? after retained vowels: 
Dya· 'i~taD /yeo?i~t/ 'sore nose' 
Dei· 'i~ksO /8i·?i·ks/ 'drinking from a cup' 
D~u C'iso /~u?is/ a place name, lit. "stinking beach" 

t 
Oti o Vi qO /tio?iq/ 'the tea' 

t 
Dtaola o Vi qO /ta·le·?iq/ 'the money' 
oSita ~u·cO /sita?u'c/ 'its tail' 
D?iki· ~uoco /?iki·?u·c/ 'his son'. 

16. Another process which precedes vowel loss before ~ is redup
lication. A short vowel of the first syllable is not lost before ~, 
but when reduplication adds another syllable, putting this vowel into 
the second syllable, it will then be lost. The first vowel is some
times lengthened under these circumstances. 
Oba o ba?~ si·qsuD /ba·b?a~si·qs/ 'sisters, female cousins (of a 

female) , 
O~a *a 'as yakwO /*a*?asyak/ 'fence post', lit. "for standing in 

the ground" 
) 

Dba· t ba asO /baotb?as/ 'houses' (beside /batba·?as/). 
17. The relationship of the vowel loss in word-final environment 

to that before ~ may now be considered. A possible interaction arises 
only when a word would end (before vowel loss) in two short vowels 
separated by a ?, so that both these vowels would seem to be candi
dates for loss according to the two rules. The situation seems to 
arise only in the case of the suffixes _Si 'third person' and -~i 
'imperative', when they are added after a vowel. If the preceding 
vowel is long, the vowel of the suffix is lost by regular rule, 
giving rise to otherwise non-occurring word-final /?/: 

r 
Dbu· YiO /bu·?/ 'there are four' 
o*uqw u· ~iD /~uqWu·?/ 'it's wide' 

f 

Dqac pa· YiO /qacpa·?/ 'it's on the left' 
Osu· JiD /Suo?/ 'hold it!' 
Dlakc sa· JiO /lakcsao?/ 'light it!'. 

But if the preceding vowel is short, it is lost by the regular 
rule, before the? The language avoids, however, creating a word-
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final consonant cluster ending in /?/, so the final vowel is kept. 
(As disQussed in the following section, it may undergo change of 
quality by assimilation to the lost vowel.) This seems to show that 
the rule for vowel loss 
environment; the latter 
does not apply to final 

before ! precedes that for loss in word-final 
rule could be amended to stipulate that it 
vowels preceded by -C? Some examples follow: 

, c· , 
Oha·ca YiO /ha·c?i/ 'it's long' 
,~ f , , 

Dqatawa YiD /qataw?i/ 'it's a beaver' 
'v en / w/ Dhaku i ·;:a "'iu hak?ux?i 'he's hungry" 

t • Dku·tx ku·tx a YiD /ku~,txkuttx?i/ 'he's drumming repeatedly' •• •• 'c , 
Dhafta·di "'iO /ha1ta·d?i/ 'he's bathing' 
Ohup a~s Ja JiD /hupa·s?a/ 'boil it!'. 

18. When a vowel is lost before!, it may have an assimilative 
effect on the preceding short vowel. The particular quality of the 
outcome for a given sequence of vowels seems to depend in certain 
instances on the layer of formation in the word, on the particular 
intervening morphophoneme, and even on the individual morphemes in
volved. I will not attempt to catalog the possibilities in detail, 
but will merely emphasize that two different ordering relationships 
can be observed. On the one hand, we find general rules of assimilation 
that will affect the second vowel regardless of whether the first vowel 
is lost. One such is the assimilation of an i to a preceding~, that 
was discussed in sec. 5 (including the labialization of a following 
dorsal as per sec. 8). In this case the assimilation must precede the 
vowel loss. The following are examples: 

r 
DWi·YU YiD /wi·?u/ 'there are three' 
Oti ti qsu JiD /titiqs?u/ 'wipe them (dishes)!' 
D haku 'i ~ ~aD /hak?~w / 'hungry' • 

On the other hand, certain rules affect the second v9wel only 
when the first vowel is lost; when the first vowel is retained, the 
second vowel is also kept unassimilated. This kind of assimilation 
must of course also take place before the first vowel is lost; but in 
a realistic sense it can be said to be simultaneous with the vowel loss. 
Such rules are those giving rise to vowels /e/ and /0/, vowels which 
are generally of secondary origin. Within the stem formation sequences 
of a and i in either order generally give rise to lei: 
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Opa pa (isO /pap?esl 'cranberries', lit. "scattering on the beach" 
O?u'qW ~i J at; idD /?u·qWc?et;id/ 'we live in a nice place'. 

» 
This also occurs when the allomorph _va of the causative suffix , 

precedes the passive suffix _Vit: 
Dha?u k ~a Jit sD Iha?ukw?ets/ 'he's feeding me'. 

In similar fashion, sequences of a and u in either order give 
rise to /0/: 
Owi'YU 'akw sO Iwi'?oks/ 'I have three' 
Odac u?a~ sO /dac?o~s/ 'I see it' 
Oqa qa ?ukw 'asO /qaq?okwasl 'many puddles, ponds' 
*a?u~ 'another, again', as postclitic: 0 ... *a?u~O I ... *?o/. 
(It is not known whether the apparent difference in rounding between 
I-oks/ and I-okwas/ will show a consistent correlation with the dif
ference between underlying preceding ~ vs. ~; this seems unlikely, 
but if so would indicate that the rounding rule discussed in sec. 8 
precedes vowel loss.) 

19. The relationship of vowel loss to the preconsonantal and 
word-final delabialization process that was discus~ed in sec. 6 is 
in a sense the converse of that of vowel insertion. A following vowel 
generally serves to preserve the labialization of a preceding dorsal 
consonant, even though the vowel itself is lost. Thus both vowel 
insertion and vowel loss follow the application of the delabialization 
rule. This preservation of labialization occurs both word-finally: 
O*axwuO I*axwi ' ten' 
OSi: sit ckW~~D /siositckWI 'chips from splitting wood' 
and also before ?: 
O*a~wu ~iD I~a~w?u/ 'there are ten' 

W t ~ Osi' sit ck i': :iD /si, .. ~itckl,?i/';; ,.'they~jre:~hip~ from splitting wood' 
Oti ti tkWi Jak JiD /tititkw?a~/ 'wipe your hands!' 
Okwa kWa?ak 'abi~D Ikwakw?akabi~/ 'little ears'. 

The underlying form *a~wu that is set up is artificial in that 
the labialization of the dorsal is lost, by regular rule, when the 
following -~ is preserved: 
O*a~wu da~kw sO /*afudaks/ 'I have ten'. 
It may be possible to set this up as **a~u instead, and recognize a -rule that labializes a dorsal consonant when a following ~ is lost. 
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The suffix -~ of the repetitive form sometimes also protects 
precedi~g labialization, but the outcome is variable, as labialization 
is, on the other hand, sometimes lost before this suffix even when 
the vowel is retained: 
Dha o hao?icxw aD /haohe 0 ?icxw/, /haoheo?icx/ 'to sneeze repeatedly' 

, w' W t ,',' w ' J / Dqak qar,:k a "iO /qakaoqaok ?i/, /qaka·qaok?i 'he's whittling 
repeatedly' 0 

20. The relationship between the rules for vowel loss and those 
for variable-length vowels is intriguing. As with vowel insertion; 
(sec. 7), the rules for determining the length of such vowels precede 
those for loss and shortening ° In this section we will consider the 
case where a preceding vowel is lost, and in the following section 
those wherein the variable-length vowel itself is lost or shortened. 

A variable-length vowel in t,he third syllable is short even if the 
vowel of the second syllable is lost, so that the variable-length vowel 
is in the second syllable of the surface form. Two suffixes previously 
exemplified in sec. 7 occur in these examples: 
Dlaoba 'i'~ksD /laob?iks/ 'to drink whiskey' 
Dbaqi 'i~ks i o kO /baq?iksiok/ 'what are you eating, drinking?' 
Dhaku 'i ': xaD /hak?uxw / 'hungry' • • 
Dbaqi 'i~~a 0 •• 0 /baq?i~aqa·*/ 'what happened that he got hurt, 

died, got killed?'. 
21. If a variable-length vowel is at the end of a suffix, it 

will be acted upon by the rules that determine whether such vowels 
are long or short, but after that, if long, it may be shortened, and 
if short, it may be lost. This means that such suffixes may ultimately 
appear in anyone of three shapes: with long vowel, short vowel, or 
no vowel. The possibilities may be illustrated with the suffixes 

, " oJ 

-~ 'packed in', -Isa· 'to crave, 
summi t', -cpa~ 'over', and -ckwi ': 

The vowel will be long if the 
and is in turn followed by another 
word-final shortening: 

OJ 

wish to eat', -~ 'on the head, 
'debris from ••• -ing, remains of •••• 
suffix follows a monosyllabic stem 
suffix which protects it from 

n 'OJ~ ~n J uwik cu· a*, iu /wiki·cu·?.al/ 'it's empty (of box, etc.)' 
Obioc xsa': sO /biocxsaos/ 'I'm wishing for meat' . . ' 

Dqi* qi': baD /qi*qi~b/ 'feather in hair, feathered head-dress' 
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Dyac cpa~ di~ YiO !yaccpa-dil/ 'he's stepping over' 
Dhis ckwi~ SiD /hisckwi-?/ 'it's chips from chopping'. 

The vowel will be short in two different circumstances. If 
it is in the second syllable but word-final, shortening will second
arily apply to the long variant: 
O~i~ ou~D /~i·ou/ 'being gathered for a party (in a room, hall)' 
Owicq qi~O /wicqqi/ 'bald on top' 
Dyac cpa~D /yaccpa/ 'stepping over' 
D(ax ckwi ~ 0 /*axckwi/ 'chips from adzing' 0 

These examples show this situation combined with the vowel 
insertion that was discussed in seco 7: 
Ddas ou~O /dasaoou/ 'packed in tight' 
o du 0 kW ou ~ 0 / du -kWu -oW 'radio, phonograph', lito "singing packed in" 0 

The vowel will also be short if it is in a third or later syl
lable and is followed by another suffix which begins with a consonant 
other than? Here the shortening is primary: 
Ocu-wit ~sa~ sO /cu-wit~sas/ 'I'm wishing for silver salmon' 
D*a kis qi~ 'aoO /~akisqi?a/ 'standing on top of a rock' 
D?ackat cpa~ sO /?ackatcpas/ 'I jumped over' 
Dhi his ckwi~ q ktikwO /hihisckWiqkukw/ 'soda crackers', lit. 

"resembling chips from chopping" 0 

If the variable-length vowel is in a third or later syllable so 
that the short. variant is selected, this may then be lost by the 
regular rules. These examples show word-final loss: 
Obi· bi-c ou~D /bi-bi·co/ 'canned meat' 
Oci· ci-yap uxws qi~O /ci·ci·yapuxwsq/ name of a rock formation, lito 

"wearing hats" 
O?ackat cpa~O /?ackatcp/ 'jumping over so~ething' 
Osr sit ckwi~D /si·sitckw/ 'chips from splitting wood'. 

And the following show the loss of such vowels before ?: 
u c 

O?ackat cpa· :iO /?ackatcp?i/ 'it's jumping over' 
Osi· sit ckwi~ SiD /siositckw?i/ 'it's chips from splitting 'wood'. 

22. In a form such as /laoba?u·was/ 't~vern', formed from la-ba 
'whiskey', the long~, which by its length inhibits loss of the~, 
is due to hardening of a consonant in a sequence of suffixes, _?u~w 

; 

'place' plus -~ 'on the ground'_ The long vowel has arisen from 
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compensatory lengthening on the loss of glottalization of the· 
semivowel « *-~u~as)~ This would indicate that, as expectable, 
hardening precedes vQ~el loss (as well. as vowel insertion). However, 
it seems somewhat doubtful whether this rather etymological relation
ship is strongly apparent synchronically (especially since ;t 

usually hardens to' 01 or 2 in Makah}. 
23. We have seen that shortening of final vowels follows vowel 

loss. Only two rules have been found to follow either of these, and 
these are both rules that avoid prohibited sequenc~s in the surface 
phonotacticso The first that we will consider avoids a sequence 
*/i·y/ in the same syllable, i.e., before another consonant or word-

. finally. When the loss of- a vowel would produce such a sequence, 
the il. is also lost, leaving merely/i·/. This may happen word-finally: 
Owi 0 yuO /wi o/ ' three' . 
Osi' * sio yaO /si'*si o/ 'to stir repeatedly' 
and also before ~: 

t: -

Dsi o ~ si o ya YiD /si'*sio?i/ 'he's stirring repeatedly' , 
Owi'YU YiD /wio~u/ 'there are three' 
Owioyu 'akw sO /wi'?oks/ 'I have three' 

~ 

Owioya "iO /wio~i/ 'he never 0 •• '0 

The fuller shapes with final vowels, and hence with the il. also 
preserved, are seen in forms such as these: 
Osi· * si· ya sO /sio*si·yas/ 'I'm stirring repeatedly' 
DWioyu c~iO /wioYUCi/ 'three wives' 
Owi· yu da °kw sO /wi ·yudaks/· 'I have three' 
Owioya sO /wioyas/ 'I never 000'. 

It will be seen that the operation of this rule produces new 
word-final long vowels that are not shortened, hence this rule 
follows vowel shortening as well as vowel loss. 

There is a situation in the language which introduces a final 
long /uo/ and which can be thought of as avoiding in parallel fashion 

r 
a word-final sequence */uw/. The morph,ophoneme " changes a preceding 
w . .-

k to /w/ when it follows a or i, but to /0/ when it is final after -- , . - - . 
u (and to /k/ after a consonant): 
D~a ?akw $iO /~a?aw/ 'it's water' 
D~is ukw SiD /*isuo/ 'it's white'o 
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It seems meaningful to think of the latter case as shar:tng a change 

to *~, t~us passing through a stage **isuwo 
24. The other rule that follows vowel loss is one of vocali

zation of Z to i when a following vowel (only ~ is attested) is losto 
This may be exemplified by the suffix -~ forming the irregular, also 
reduplicated, ,plural of ;y:aodaq-akW /yaodaqak/ 'baby, child'. The 
~, and hence the Z, are retained in forms such· as: 
Dyak yaodaq yu disO /yakyaodaqyudis/ 'our babies, children' 
o yak ya ° daq yu b?uO /yakya· daqyub?u/ 'they \'Vere babie s, children'. 

Forms such as the following show the vowel loss and consequent 
vocalization of the semivowel: 
Oyak yaodaq yuD /yakyaodaqi/ 'babies, children' 

c 
Oyak yaodaq yu viD /yakyaodaqi?u/ 'they are babies, children' 

t . 

Oyak yaodaq yu vi qO /yakya-daqi?uqw/ 'the babies, children'. 

This rule avoids a word-final cluster -Ql, which never occurs, 
but a medial cluster -~- is in fact attested, in a form which shows 
the infix -k- that derives the potentially free forms for stems with 

medial -z- or -~-: 
D?a k ya 'akw sO /?aky?aks/ 'I have many'. 

This is paralleled by a form with medial -kw?-: 
Oda k wa 'asO /dakw?as/ 'to sit and look around outside'o 
It is not clear to what factor this difference of result should be 
attributed; perhaps the location of the preserved semivowels in the 
first syllable of the word is relevant. 
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NOTES 

lTwo other major sets'of rules, not explicitly described in 
this paper, must also be controlled before one is fully equipped 
for Makah segmentation, namely the rules for contractj.on of con .... 
tiguous vowels, and'those for'''hardening" and "softening" of con
sonants. Makah isa language. in the Nootkanbranch of the Wakashan 
family, originally spoken in the vicinity of Cape Flattery, Wash
ington. My work on Makah and c·omparative Nootkan was supported during 
1962-64 by National Science. Foundation :grant GS ... 19 to the University 
of Washington. Field work on Makah ha~ been continued during parts 
of the summers 1965.;;..:68 with the support of the Desert Research 
Institute, University of Nevada, and during parts of the summers of 
1969 and 1971 with the support of the Research Advisory Board, 
University of Nevada, Reno. . 

2For a partial description of Nitinatphonology see Mary Haas 
Swadesh and Morris Swadesh t A Visit to the Other World,A Nitinat 
Text, IJAL 7.195-208 (1933), especially pp. 199-202. In spite of 
many basic similarities, the phonologies of Nitinat and Makah have 
come to diverge in many ways. 

3These seem to be ~ in.stance,: or sub-type, of the notion of 
"persistent rules" introduced by Wallace L. Chafe in his article 
The Ordering of Phonological. Rules, IJAL 34.115-136 (1968), sec. 5.1. 

4This • morphophoneme tends to occur after fricatives and 
consonant c'Iusters ending in stops. Its presence is doubtless 
predictable (hence unnecessary) after certain consonants, but 
not after others, such as S~ There is some fluctuation in its 
occurrence after certain stems, and. as to whether it has an effect 
after non-initial syllables. 

5Information on this compensatory lengthening is given in my 
unpublished paper Traces of Glottalized Resonants in Makah, presented 
to the Linguistic Society of America in December, 1968, and also 
distributed to the mailing list of the 1969 Salish Conference •. 

6For further discussion of the occurrence of labialization, 
see my paper Labialization in Nootkan, presented to the Fourth 
International Conference on Salish Languages, August, 1969. 

7Although I discovered this relationship for myself in Makah, 
I find it is clearly stated for Nitinat in Mary Haas Swadesh and 
Morris Swadesh, OPe cit., p. 199. These authors speak of "inorganic 
vowels" that do not count as a syllable in this connection. They 
happen to quote as an example the cognate of the stem found i~ my 
first example: ~ucida·k 'possessing a woman'. (Nitinat inserts 
short vowels, and i is found after u of the stem as well as after i.) 
They did not seem to realize, thougn, that the insertion of these -
vowels at this point in the structure is predictable from the class 
of the suffix-initial consonant. 



8My paper Labialization in Nootkan (fn. 6) discusses alter
native analyses in connection with this relationship. 
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9Another Indian language that shows an analogou.s pattern of 
loss of (unstressed) vowels before glottal stop, inclu.ding 
assimilation of the following retained vowel, is Tunica. This 
language does not lost word-final vowels, but the loss before ? 
may operate across word boundaries. Cf. sees. 3:23, 3:25, and-
3:32 of Mary R. Haas, A Grammatical Sketch of Tunica, pp. 337-366 
in Linguistic Structures of Native America, Viking Fund Publications 
in Anthropology No.6, 1946. 

lONote the strikingly similar type of difference between 
deep and surface syllable structure in Cowlitz, even though 
the rules connecting them are quite different, as described by 
M. Dale Kinkade in his paper for this Conference, Third Person 
Possessives in Cowlitz. 




